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The field of animal personality is interested in decomposing behaviors into different
levels of variation, with its present focus on the ecological and evolutionary causes
and consequences of expressed variation. Recently the role of the social environment,
i.e., social partners, has been suggested to affect behavioral variation and induce
selection on animal personality. Social partner effects exist because characters of social
partners (e.g., size, behavior), affect the behavioral expression of a focal individual.
Here, we (1) first review the proximate mechanisms underlying the social partner effects
on behavioral expression and the timescales at which such effects might take place.
We then (2) discuss how within- and among-individual variation in single behaviors
and covariation between multiple behaviors, caused by social partners, can carry-over
to non-social behaviors expressed outside the social context. Finally, we (3) highlight
evolutionary consequences of social carry-over effects to non-social behaviors and
(4) suggest study designs and statistical approaches which can be applied to study
the nature and evolutionary consequences of social carry-over effects on non-social
behaviors. Acknowledging the proximate mechanisms underpinning the social partner
effects is important since it opens a door to understand in depth how social environments
can affect behavioral variation and covariation at multiple levels, and the evolution of
non-social behaviors (i.e., exploration, activity, boldness) that are affected by social
interactions.
Keywords: behavioral plasticity, behavioral variation, animal personality, behavioral syndrome, social evolution,
social environment, social carry-over
Introduction
Phenotypes vary at multiple levels and research in the field of animal personality has highlighted
the importance of distinguishing between behavioral variation that occurs among individuals
(“personality”) vs. within individuals (“plasticity”) (Dingemanse et al., 2010; Dingemanse and
Dochtermann, 2013). Targeting within-individual level variation has been the more traditional
approach in behavioral ecology (for social contexts: Maynard-Smith, 1982) and its evolutionary
significance lies in the ability of plastic individuals to adapt to changing environments in order
to maximize fitness in any given environment (Piersma and Drent, 2003; Ghalambor et al., 2007).
Even though within-individual variation in phenotypic traits can be present in several different
timescales across an individual’s lifespan (Piersma and Drent, 2003), the costs and limits of
phenotypic plasticity may restrict the optimal response to any single confronted environment
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(DeWitt et al., 1998; Auld et al., 2010). Among-individual level
variation has more recently come to the foreground in behavioral
ecology and, whilst not necessarily predicted by traditional
adaptive theory (Dall et al., 2004), it is widespread across the
animal kingdom (Sih et al., 2004; Dingemanse and Wolf, 2010;
Wolf and Weissing, 2010; Dall et al., 2012), and has major
ecological and evolutionary consequences (Wolf and Weissing,
2012). Internal features of the individual (states: metabolic rate,
body size, assets) have been widely used to explain the existence
of among-individual variation in behaviors (Wolf et al., 2007;
Biro and Stamps, 2008; Careau et al., 2008; Luttbeg and Sih,
2010), while they also contribute to variation at the within-
individual level due to the fluctuating nature of these features
(Wolf and Weissing, 2010). Recently, external features like the
social environment, i.e., other individuals, have been suggested
as possible factors modifying behavioral variation at both within-
and among-individual levels (Bergmüller and Taborsky, 2010;
Montiglio et al., 2013; Dingemanse and Araya-Ajoy, 2015).
However, almost without exception these levels of variation are
neglected in studies of social partner effects (however for within-
individual level variation within social context see Wilson et al.,
2011a, 2013) and studies of carry-over effects to non-social
behaviors expressed outside the social interaction are absent
(however see Laskowski and Pruitt, 2014 for group level effects).
The proximatemechanisms through which partner effects act can
define the temporal patterns of social carry-over effects to non-
social behaviors expressed after social interactions. Therefore,
understanding the proximate mechanisms gives information
about when social carry-over effects affect within- vs. among-
individual level of variation and about the strength and temporal
patterns of the potential evolutionary effects of carry-overs to
non-social behaviors.
Individuals might express behaviors differently in the presence
vs. absence of conspecifics (reviewed in Webster and Ward,
2011). A classic example of social interaction is direct contest
behavior, usually measured between competing males (Hsu et al.,
2006). However, behaviors such as mating, mate attraction,
communication and different forms of co-operation are also well
studied examples of social behaviors (Bradbury andVehrencamp,
1998; Griffin and West, 2003; Wright et al., 2010; Lyon and
Montgomerie, 2012). Social partners can affect the up- or down
regulation of different state variables of a focal individual, like
hormonal profiles, the level of energy, or body size, and thus
affect the expressed behaviors of a focal individual through
these proximate mechanisms (Hsu et al., 2006; Sachser et al.,
2013; Wilson et al., 2013). The temporal consistency of the
social partner effect on a state variable may define the temporal
consistency of the focal individuals’ behaviors driven by the given
state (Hsu et al., 2006; cf. Wolf and Weissing, 2010). Short term
social partner effects are likely based on fast-changing states,
like hormonal profiles, while long term social partner effects
on behaviors might be mediated through slow-changing states
like body mass, neurobiological features or other physiological
mechanisms.
Traditionally, social partner effects are explored mainly within
the social contexts, and only at the phenotypic mean level, so that
carry-over effects have been studied from one social interaction to
another, i.e., how long winning vs. losing in one social interaction
affects the outcome of the next social interaction (Hsu et al.,
2006). However, since behaviors can covary through shared
proximate mechanisms across contexts (Ketterson and Nolan,
1999; Sih et al., 2004; Sih and Bell, 2008; Garamszegi et al., 2012),
social partner effects have the potential to carry over indirectly
to behaviors expressed after social interactions in non-social
contexts, if the underpinning proximate mechanisms persist
long enough. Such non-social behaviors can be, for example,
exploration, activity, and boldness, expressed after the social
interaction. Statistically, social partner effects are present when
the identity of the social partner explains a significant amount
of variance in the behavior of a focal individual (the individual
on which the phenotype is measured), either at the within-
or among-individual level of variation (Wilson et al., 2011a,
2013; Dingemanse and Araya-Ajoy, 2015). However, this kind of
variance partitioning models have not been applied (nor studied)
to the carry-over effects on non-social behaviors expressed
outside social interactions (see however Laskowski and Pruitt,
2014 for group level effects). Including a variance partitioning
approach in studies of social carry-over effects, together with the
knowledge of the underpinning proximate mechanisms, helps to
understand the temporal patterns of social carry-over effects, and
whether the repeatable or plastic part (or both) of non-social
behaviors in focal individuals is affected by the social interactions.
Furthermore, studying social carry-over effects in depth is not
only mechanistically, but also evolutionary important. Social
partners can induce indirect genetic effects (i.e., IGEs), which
are present when trait expression is not only affected directly
by the genes of a focal individual (i.e., DGEs), but also by the
genes of its social partner (Moore et al., 1997; Wolf et al., 1999).
IGEs can slow down or speed up the rate of evolution of traits
associated directly (or indirectly) with social interactions (Moore
et al., 1997; Wolf et al., 1999). Since the temporal patterns of the
carry-over effects may depend on the nature of the underpinning
proximate mechanism, the underpinning mechanism might also
define the strength of the carry-over effect on the evolution of
non-social behavioral traits.
Here, we introduce a framework to clarify how the proximate
mechanisms might define the temporal patterns of social carry-
over effects on behavioral variation at different levels in non-
social behaviors like exploration, activity or boldness, expressed
after social interactions. We (1) review types of proximate
mechanisms causing social partner effects over short and long
time periods and explain how temporal patterns of social carry-
over effects might depend on these mechanisms. We then discuss
(2) how within- and among-individual behavioral variance in
non-social behaviors and covariance between non-social and
social behaviors are affected by social partners depending on
the nature of the proximate mechanisms underpinning the
social carry-over effects. We also (3) highlight the evolutionary
implications and fitness consequences of the carry-over effects
and (4) give suggestions on how to empirically study and
statistically analyze the existence, temporal persistency (using
variance partitioning tools), and evolutionary consequences of
the carry-over effects on non-social behaviors. Our framework
highlights the importance of carry-over effects on non-social
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behaviors and helps to (i) predict how far temporally the
social carry-over effects have the potential to affect the different
variance components (i.e., plasticity and personality) in these
behaviors and (ii) learn about consequent evolutionary effects of
these carry-overs on non-social behaviors.
Proximate Mechanisms for Short- and
Long-Term Social Partner Effects
Behavior is often assumed to be “state-dependent” (McNamara
and Houston, 1996; Houston and McNamara, 1999), with “state”
being anything that affects the costs and benefits of expressed
behaviors: environmental, physiological, neurobiological, or
morphological features (McNamara andHouston, 1996; Houston
and McNamara, 1999; Wolf et al., 2011). Below, we review
fast- and slow-changing state variables underpinning the social
partner effects on behavioral expression in general and discuss
how they can cause carry-over effects outside the social
interaction at various temporal scales.
Social Carry-Over Effects on Behavioral
Expression through Fast-Changing State
Variables
Generally, social carry-over effects which decay quickly might
have a basis in hormone- or neurotransmitter levels, short
term memory, level of energy, blood pressure or other fast-
changing states which affect the behavioral expression of the focal
individual accordingly (Hsu et al., 2006; Briffa and Sneddon,
2007; Coppens et al., 2010; Earley et al., 2013). Since fast-
changing states are relatively easily affected by external factors
(Wolf and Weissing, 2010), they are also sensitive to social
partner effects. Because carry-over effects through fast-changing
states are measurable only shortly after social interactions,
they can carry-over to non-social behaviors, but only over
short temporal scales (red line in Figure 1). In extreme cases,
hormonal profiles return back to the baseline level almost
immediately after the social interaction giving no room for
social carry-overs. In the Field cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus, the
level of octopamine in haemolymph after aggressive male-male
interactions or female-male courtship interactions dropped back
to baseline within a few minutes after the interaction (Adamo
et al., 1995), suggesting absence of carry-over effects due to
hormonal mechanisms. In the pumpkinseed sunfish, Lepomis
gibbosus, winner effects are only detectable between 15 and 60
minutes after winning (Chase et al., 1994). This means that, in
this species, behaviors measured in non-social contexts shortly
after winning a contest might be affected by social partners. Since
social interactions are also energetically costly (Hsu et al., 2006;
Briffa and Sneddon, 2007), other fast-changing states like amount
of energy reserves may play a role in carry-over effects. In the
salamander, Desmognathus ochrophaeus, oxygen consumption
and lactic acid formation significantly increased during both
male-male aggressive encounters and male-female courtship
(Bennett and Houck, 1983). Energy consumption during social
interactions may cause short term physical exhaustion or
depletion of resources (Briffa and Sneddon, 2007), and affect
non-social behaviors measured shortly after the social interaction
accordingly. The temporal consistency of social carry-over effects
based on fast-changing states might depend on the length of
the social interaction. For example, in the Sierra dome spider,
Neriene litigiosa, energetic costs of male-male fights increase with
the temporal consistency of the fights from 3.5 to 11.5 times
compared to that of resting metabolic rate (DeCarvalho et al.,
2004). Moreover, in house crickets,Acheta domesticus, the energy
expenditure increases with the escalation level of a fight, with the
oxygen consumed in high escalation stages being up to 40 times
more than the baseline level (Hack, 1997). Thus, themagnitude of
the social carry-over effects on non-social behaviors of the focal
individuals might correlate positively with the length of the social
interaction.
Social Carry-Over Effects on Behavioral
Expression through Slow-Changing State
Variables
If social partner effects are underpinned by slow-changing state
variables they can also effectively explain long term carry-
over effects in non-social behaviors (blue line in Figure 1).
However, slow-changing states, like body mass, organ size, or
neurobiological features take a long time to change (Wolf and
Weissing, 2010), and might not be very sensitive to social partner
effects. Nevertheless, slow-changing states may be affected by
social interactions if the interaction is prolonged (Jacobs et al.,
2011 and refs. therein) or repeated (Wilson et al., 2013).
Relatively long term male-female social interactions during the
FIGURE 1 | Decay of the social carry-over effect on behavioral
expression of a focal individual in time. The solid black line represents the
focal individual’s (A) baseline level of behavioral expression, while red, and blue
lines represent the behavioral expression of a focal individual under social
carry-over effects by social partner (round black dot; 1). Carry-over effects are
underpinned by either fast-changing (red line) or slow-changing (blue line) state
variables. The social partner effect is decayed in T1 if underpinned by
fast-changing mechanisms and in T2 if underpinned by slow-changing
mechanisms. The social interaction is terminated in T0. For simplicity, the
partner effects, driven by fast- and slow-changing states are assumed to be
the same magnitude in T0.
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breeding season can modify several slow-changing physiological
and morphological features like organ size or amount of lipid
storage (Jacobs et al., 2011 and refs. therein) and affect non-
social behaviors during the entire time period of the breeding
season accordingly. Social interactions can define the amount of
resources to which individuals have access to (reviewed in Hsu
et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2013) and lead to changes in body
size (Wilson et al., 2013) or any other resource based states.
Individuals with high resource inputs may become larger in
size or differ otherwise in morphology or physiology compared
to individuals with low resource inputs (Stearns, 1992). In
the sheepshead swordtail, Xiphophorus birchmanni, individuals
that are consistently more aggressive and dominant in repeated
pairwise social interactions have access to larger amounts of
resources and have higher growth rates, irrespective of the initial
body size, compared to individuals expressing lower aggression
and dominance in these social interactions (Wilson et al., 2013).
Slow-changing states of a focal individual, like body size and
morphology, can affect several different behaviors across different
ecological contexts (Dall et al., 2004; McElreath and Strimling,
2006; Luttbeg and Sih, 2010). For example, large body size
can be positively related to boldness if large body size protects
individuals from predation and enables individuals to act boldly
in a feeding context (McElreath and Strimling, 2006; Luttbeg and
Sih, 2010).
In reality, there are multiple fast- and slow-changing
state variables affecting behaviors simultaneously and these
mechanisms may also act in concert. For example, repeated
winner-loser effects, based on fast-changing hormonal profiles,
may enable individuals to gain or prevent access to resources,
respectively, for a period of time that eventually enables
modification of the slow-changing features, like morphology,
physiology or neurobiology. Different state variables might also
work sequentially: after a fast social interaction, fast-changing
hormonal profiles are responsible for carry-over effects, while
after a longer interaction, depleted energy resources might define
the nature of this carry-over. Therefore, the temporal consistency
of the partner effect might generally increase with the length of
the social interaction.
Social Carry-Over Effects on Variation and
Covariation in Non-Social Behaviors
Carry Over Effects on Variation in Non-Social
Behaviors
Just as focal individuals are repeatable in their behaviors, social
partners can consistently differ in the behavioral responses they
elicit in others (Wilson et al., 2011a, 2013; Dingemanse and
Araya-Ajoy, 2015). This means, for example, that some partners
always elicit higher (or lower) aggressiveness in focal individuals
compared to other partners, i.e., they make the focal individuals
consistently deviate from their average phenotype. Such “social
partner repeatability” represents the proportion of phenotypic
variance in the focal individual’s behavior explained by the
social partner identity. Social partners will affect the within-
individual variance in the focal individual phenotype (Wilson
et al., 2011a, 2013; Dingemanse and Araya-Ajoy, 2015) as a
result of adaptive behavioral plasticity of the focal individual
to differences in the social environment (social responsiveness)
(Webster andWard, 2011; Taborsky andOliveira, 2012;Wolf and
McNamara, 2013; Wolf and Krause, 2014). Importantly, social
interactions can also generate true among-individual variation or
covariation between behaviors if social carry-over effects induce
permanent environmental effects on focal individuals and if
those effects vary among focal individuals. If social partners are
not repeatable in the behavioral responses they elicit in focal
individuals, they do not modify behavioral variation of focal
individuals in a predictable manner. Therefore, we assume here
that social partner repeatability exists, which has been the case in
empirical research studying this variation within social contexts
(Wilson et al., 2011a, 2013).
Within-Individual Variance: Plasticity
When carry-over effects are underpinned by fast-changing states,
like hormonal profiles or energy levels (Hsu et al., 2006; Coppens
et al., 2010), and when focal individuals do not differ in the
confronted social environment, social partners will affect the
within-individual component of behavioral variance in non-
social behaviors, expressed after social interactions (Figure 2).
For example, in male green swordtails (Xiphophorus helleri), the
focal individuals’ within-individual variance in aggressiveness
against conspecifics (social behavior) is partly explained by the
social partner identity (Wilson et al., 2011a). Because fast-
changing states are easily reversed to the normal level (Wolf
and Weissing, 2010), the temporary effect of social partners
on non-social behaviors of focal individuals, like exploration,
activity or boldness, does not have the potential to carry-over
to long temporal scales, but decays steeply after the social
interaction (red lines in Figure 3). Therefore, the sensitivity of
a state to social partner effects is negatively correlated with
the temporal consistency of the carry-over effect on non-
social behaviors. This means that in short social encounters,
like rapid contest situations, the social partner effect might
be driven by fast-changing states and therefore be detected
only within, or temporally very close to the social interaction
(red lines in Figure 3). However, the carry-over effect might
increase with the length of the social interaction even if
the states are fast-changing. For example, increased energy
expenditure with increased escalation in aggressive encounters
in Sierra dome spiders and House crickets (Hack, 1997;
DeCarvalho et al., 2004) indicates that the recovery time after
a fight, and thus time for the decay of social partner effect,
might increase with the increased time spent in the social
interaction.
Slow-changing states within a focal individual might have the
potential to explain longer term carry-over effects on within-
individual variation in non-social behaviors of focal individuals
(Figure 2, blue lines in Figure 3). However, since slow-changing
states are not very sensitive to partner effects they may need
long (or repeated) interactions in order to respond to social
environments. For example, repeated contests might enable long
term carry-over effects on a focal individual’s slow-changing
states, like body mass in Sheepshead swordtails (Xiphophorus
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic presentation of how the social-carry-over
effects affect within- and among-individual variance components
in behaviors expressed in non-social contexts through state
variables. Green and blue lines represent social
environments/carry-over effects that differ and do not differ
among-individuals, respectively.
birchmanni) (Wilson et al., 2013), to emerge. Since slow-changing
state variables are not very sensitive to social carry-over effects,
i.e., repeatedly confronted social partners do not induce large
changes in slow-changing states, they should explain only low
amounts of within-individual variance in non-social behaviors of
focal individuals compared to fast-changing states.
Among-Individual Variance: Pseudo-Personality vs.
True Personality
Social partners can also explain among-individual variance in
non-social behaviors of focal individuals, i.e., animal personality,
if social partners are confronted non-randomly among focal
individuals. However, even though carry-over effects caused
by reversible fast- and slow-changing states can explain such
variation over different timescales (see above), the measured
variance does not represent real animal personality, but rather
“pseudo-personality” (Figures 2, 4) (Westneat et al., 2011;
Dingemanse and Dochtermann, 2013). Pseudo-personality exists
when among-individual variation in a trait is created by among-
individual variation in experienced environments and the effect
is not permanent, but focal individuals change their behaviors if
they are moved to another environment, i.e., focal individuals
express plasticity (e.g., Westneat et al., 2011; Dingemanse
and Dochtermann, 2013; Dingemanse and Araya-Ajoy, 2015;
Niemelä et al., 2015). For example, pairing for the whole
reproductive season might cause long term carry-over effects on
focal individuals’ slow-changing states (Jacobs et al., 2011 and
refs. therein) and potentially create among-individual variation
for all behaviors expressed during the mating season, since
focal individuals differ within (but not necessarily between)
the reproductive season with whom they mate with. However,
if in the next season the individual would pair with another
individual (or if it would be experimentally swapped with another
individual), the among- individual variance would disappear and
the behaviors expressed under social carry-over effect would be
expression of within-individual level variation.
Social carry-over effects have the potential to create true
among-individual variation in non-social behaviors if the
proximatemechanisms are irreversible and thus act as permanent
environmental effects (Figures 2, 4). In the wild, this kind
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FIGURE 3 | Decay of within-individual variation in time. Solid black lines
(A and B) represent two focal individuals with different mean baseline levels of
behavioral expression. Colored lines represent the behavioral expression of the
two focal individuals (A and B) under the influence of two different social
partners (not at the same time) [Black dots; dashed lines for the effect of
partner 1 and solid lines for the effect of partner 2, underpinned by
fast-changing (red lines, decayed in T1) or slow-changing (blue lines, decayed
in T2) state in focal individuals]. If social carry-over effects are underpinned by
fast-changing states, the social partner (1 and 2) explains within-individual
variation in the behavior of the focal individuals only over short temporal
scales. If social carry-over effects are underpinned by slow-changing states,
the social partners explain within-individual variation in the behaviors of the
focal individuals over long temporal scales. The social interaction is terminated
in T0. While we acknowledge that among-individual variation for phenotypic
plasticity exist (Nussey et al., 2007), for simplicity, the partner effects are
assumed to be the same magnitude in T0 for both focal individuals and for the
fast- and slow-changing states.
of environmentally induced permanent among-individual level
variation might be quite common due to long term assortative
selection of social partners (Crespi, 1989; Wilson and Dugatkin,
1997; Croft et al., 2005), due to early social interactions like
maternal effects (reviewed in Sachser et al., 2013), that both differ
among focal individuals and affect state variables permanently,
or by feedback loops induced by dominance interactions (Wilson
et al., 2013). If there is long term among-individual variation
in the confronted social environment or experienced carry-
over effects between focal individuals in general, it might
cause permanent environment effects on states. Such states
might be, for example, any morphological, physiological or
neurophysiological feature (McNamara and Houston, 1996;
Houston and McNamara, 1999; Wolf and Weissing, 2010) that
takes a lot of time or energy to change, or becomes genuinely
irreversible. It is important to distinguish between temporary
and permanent environmental carry-over effects on among-
individual variation in behaviors, since true personality or
behavioral syndromes exist only in the latter case (given that
social interactions affect among-individual level variation: see
above). One of the potential problems in separating temporary
and permanent environmental effects from each other is that
if temporary environmental effects are underpinned by slow-
changing reversible states rather than irreversible permanent
FIGURE 4 | Decay of the among-individual variation in time. Solid black
lines (A and B) represent two focal individuals with different mean baseline
levels of behavioral expression. Colored lines represent the behavioral
expression of two focal individuals (A and B) under the influence of social
carry-over effects [Black dots; dashed lines for the effect of partner 1 and solid
lines for the effect of partner 2, underpinned by fast-changing (red lines,
decayed in T1) or slow-changing (blue lines, decayed in T2) states in focal
individuals]. If social carry-over effects are underpinned by fast-changing
states, the social environment (1 and 2) explains among-individual variation in
the behavior of the focal individuals only over short temporal scales. If social
carry-over effects are underpinned by slow-changing states, the social
partners explain among-individual variation in the behaviors of the focal
individuals over long temporal scales. Black dashed lines for focal individuals A
and B represent the permanent social carry-over effects, i.e., true animal
personality created by social environment. The social interaction is terminated
in T0. For simplicity, the partner effects are assumed to be the same
magnitude in T0 for the fast- and slow-changing states.
states, they may change with delay in a new environment and
might be undetected. However, if the change eventually happens
after individuals are translocated across environments, it means
that the among-individual variation caused by the environment
is instead undetected within-individual variance, i.e., plasticity,
and the expressed personality or behavioral syndrome (see below)
reflects environmental repeatability.
Early life-history stages might be more sensitive to
environmental effects compared to adult stages (Stamps
and Groothuis, 2010; Sachser et al., 2013), meaning that the same
partner effect might cause carry-over of higher magnitude for
the same focal individual at the juvenile stage compared to the
adult stage. Therefore, permanent social environmental effects
on focal individuals’ states and behaviors might be triggered
by early social interactions like maternal effects or other social
interactions during ontogeny (Stamps and Groothuis, 2010;
Runcie et al., 2013; Sachser et al., 2013). For example, in a
Field cricket (Gryllus integer), the social rearing environment
during ontogeny affects a suite of state variables like cellular
immune defense efficiency and body mass measured later in
adult stage (Niemelä et al., 2012). In principle, social partner
effects are present at any life-history stage (Montiglio et al., 2013;
Runcie et al., 2013; Sachser et al., 2013), but some life-history
stages might be more sensitive to these environmental effects
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than others (Stamps and Groothuis, 2010; Sachser et al., 2013).
For example, social interactions during ontogeny may have
larger effects on slow-changing state variables, like body size,
compared to social interactions after maturation, while effects
on fast-changing states, like hormonal concentrations or energy
levels, are present over an individual’s lifetime.
Carry-Over Effects on Covariation between
Behaviors
Behavioral syndromes, i.e., among-individual correlations
between two or more repeatable behaviors, are of great
interest to behavioral ecologists (Dingemanse et al., 2012;
Garamszegi et al., 2012). Syndrome structure is important
since the existence of a behavioral syndrome in a population
suggests that behaviors might not be independent from each
other, but their independent evolution can instead be constrained
(Dochtermann andDingemanse, 2013). Generally, it is important
to partition the phenotypic correlation in among- and within-
individual correlations in order to avoid false interpretations
on the existence of behavioral syndromes (Dingemanse and
Dochtermann, 2013; Brommer et al., 2014; Niemelä et al., 2015).
In the field of animal personality, the common assumption is
that social and non-social behaviors like aggression, boldness,
exploration and activity can be correlated with each other at
the among-individual level forming behavioral syndromes (e.g.,
Garamszegi et al., 2012). However, social carry-over effects
are not taken into account when behavioral syndromes are
quantified across social and non-social contexts even though the
social partners might partly affect the syndrome structure via
carry-over effects on within- and between-individual covariance
components.
Within-Individual Covariance: Correlated Plasticity
In the same way that social partners can affect within-individual
variance in one behavior, they can affect within-individual
level covariance between behaviors of focal individuals, when
they affect a state(s) underpinning more than one behavior
and if there is no variation between focal individuals in
experienced social environments (Figures 2, 5). This within-
individual level correlation between focal individual’s behaviors
is present due to cross-context correlations of partner effects,
and integrated plasticity within focal individuals, i.e., correlation
of residuals (Figures 2, 5), either between social and non-
social behaviors, or between non-social behaviors expressed
outside the social context. Like for the within-individual
variance in one behavior (see above), the within-individual
level correlation between two or more behaviors of focal
individuals, caused by social carry-over effects, might be absent
if the time lag between the expression of social and non-
social behaviors of focal individuals is longer than the decay of
the underlying fast-changing state. If social carry-over effects
are underpinned by slow-changing states, social partners can
explain long term within-individual level covariation in focal
individuals’ social and non-social behaviors under specific
circumstances. Generally, slow-changing states are not sensitive
to the environment (Wolf andWeissing, 2010), like social partner
effects. Thus, the within-individual level covariation caused by
FIGURE 5 | Covariation between focal individuals’ social- and
non-social behaviors. Open circles (A and B) represent two different focal
individuals, while filled circles represent two different social environments or
carry-over effects (1 and 2). If there is no among-individual variation in
confronted social environments or carry-over effects (i.e., both focal individuals
confront both partners), they explain within-individual level correlation between
the behaviors of the focal individuals (two-directional blue arrows: dashed lines
for carry-over effects from social environment 1 and solid arrows for carry-over
effects from environment 2). The temporal consistency of the carry-over effects
depends on the temporal consistency of the state underpinning the carry-over
effect. If focal individuals differ in the confronted social environment or
carry-over effects (i.e., focal individual A confronts environment 2 and focal
individual B environment 1), social carry-overs create among-individual level
correlation between the behaviors of the focal individuals (red arrows). If this
among-individual correlation is underpinned by temporal environmental
effects, it is reversible and thus represents plasticity (two-directional red
arrows). However, social carry-over effects can also create true behavioral
syndromes via permanent environmental effects (one-directional red arrows:
dashed lines for carry-over effects from social environment 1 and solid arrows
for carry-over effects from environment 2). Two directional arrows refer to
temporary environmental effects (i.e., the reversible nature of the carry-over
effect) while one directional arrows refer to permanent environmental effects.
For simplicity, the social partner effects for different focal individuals (blue
arrows) are assumed to be the same magnitude.
social carry-over effects and underpinned by slow-changing
states is generally lower compared to those underpinned by
fast-changing states, unless the social interactions are long
lasting.
Among-Individual Covariance: Pseudo-Behavioral
Syndrome vs. True Behavioral Syndrome
If focal-individuals vary consistently in the confronted social
environments, social carry-over effects can also explain
among-individual level covariance in behaviors, i.e., behavioral
syndromes. Among-individual level covariance caused by
social carry-over effects can be present at different timescales
depending on the nature of the state that underpins the
covariance (see above). For example, among-individual
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level correlations caused by social carry-over effects can
be present if some social partners elicit higher hormonal
concentrations or greater depletion of resources or growth
rates compared to other partners and the focal individuals
confront different (sets of) partners repeatedly. However,
in this case the among-individual level covariation does
not necessarily represent a true behavioral syndrome, but
rather “pseudo-syndrome” triggered by non-permanent
environmental correlations (Figures 2, 5). “Pseudo-syndromes”
caused by social carry-overs occur when the effect of the
social environment on the mean level of both behaviors
in focal individuals changes when the social environment
changes, i.e., the behavioral syndrome is actually caused by
integration of plasticity which remains undetected if different
focal individuals are always measured in their respective social
environments.
Social carry-over effects can also create true behavioral
syndromes, i.e., permanent environmental correlations
(e.g., Dingemanse and Dochtermann, 2013). Permanent
environmental correlations can be created by social carry-over
effects when the among-individual variation in confronted social
environments is present and when the social partners elicit
permanent changes in focal individuals’ states that carry-over
time and across different contexts also to behaviors expressed
in non-social situations (Figures 2, 5) (see discussion in the
Section: Among-Individual Variance: Pseudo-Personality vs.
True Personality).
Evolutionary Consequences of Social
Carry-Over Effects
Studying the social partner effects and social carry-overs is
important to fully understand the evolution of associated non-
social behavioral traits. Crucially, phenotypes of social partners
are expressions of their genotypes, and thus, social environments
can evolve (Moore et al., 1997; Wolf et al., 1999). When social
partner effects are repeatable, and these effects are heritable (i.e.,
due to additive genetic variance), they are known as indirect
genetic effects, IGEs. For example, in a fruit fly (Drosophila
melanogaster), IGEs are present on body size of focal individuals
(Wolf, 2003). In other words, the genes of the social partners
partly define the body size of focal individuals (Wolf, 2003).
The first important evolutionary consequence of IGEs is that
social partners can speed up or slow down the rate of evolution
in traits expressed in, or tightly related to, social interactions
if these traits are associated with fitness (Moore et al., 1997;
Wolf et al., 1999). This happens when the additive genetic
variance in the trait of social partner correlates positively or
negatively with the additive genetic variance in the trait of a
focal individual, respectively increasing or decreasing the rate
of evolution (Moore et al., 1997; Brommer and Rattiste, 2008;
Wilson et al., 2009) or if there is a functional integration between
traits (Westneat, 2012). For example, in the fruit fly study
mentioned above, the IGEs on the body size of focal individuals
were negatively correlated with the direct genetic effects (DGEs),
constraining the response to selection on body size of the focal
individuals (Wolf, 2003). In deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus),
the covariance between IGEs and DGEs on agonistic behavior
(social behavior) was positive, indicating a more rapid evolution
of these behaviors compared to the case if only DGEs would
have been taken into account (Wilson et al., 2009). The second
evolutionary consequence of IGEs is that the additive genetic
variation in social traits of focal individuals might not constrain
the phenotypic evolution of those traits since they are also
affected by selection through IGEs due to social interactions,
i.e., genes of the social partners (Moore et al., 1997; Wolf et al.,
1999). Thus, if social partner effects can carry-over to non-
social behaviors like exploration, activity or boldness, they may
have evolutionary consequences also on these behaviors: the
evolutionary speed (rate of evolution) and evolutionary potential
(additive genetic variation not restricting the trait evolution) of
these non-social behaviors does not only depend on the genes
of focal individuals but also on the genes of confronted social
partners (Moore et al., 1997; Wilson, 2014). Such effects can
be overlooked when the social environment is ignored as a
source of variation acting on state variables underlying behaviors
expressed outside an immediate social context. IGEs might
affect the evolutionary potential of the non-social traits more
through slow-changing mechanisms than through fast-changing
mechanisms. This is because carry-over effects, and thus the
potential IGEs, fade away quickly when they are underpinned by
fast changing states. Selection has higher potential to act on non-
social behaviors underpinned by slow-changing states since in
such cases the carry-over effects persist over longer time periods.
Interestingly, if social environments generate true personality,
i.e., permanent environmental effects, the IGEs have the highest
potential to affect the evolution of non-social behaviors of a
focal since the effect of the social environment, causing IGEs, is
permanent.
Carry-over effects might also have fitness consequences.
According to the social niche hypothesis, individuals adapt their
behavior to their own specific social niches in order to achieve
maximal fitness (Bergmüller and Taborsky, 2010). Deviations
from the optimal strategy should lead to suboptimal behavior for
the social niche that the particular focal individual is occupying
and potentially lowered fitness. Moreover, learning a specific
behavioral strategy may increase its efficiency and increase
the costs of switching to an alternative strategy (Rosenzweig
and Bennett, 1996; Wolf et al., 2008; Morand-Ferron and
Giraldeau, 2010). Therefore, the higher the deviation from
the optimal behavioral strategy, due to the effect of social
carry-overs, the higher the negative fitness effects should be.
In this case, carry-overs caused by fast- and slow-changing
proximate mechanismsmost likely also differ in themagnitude of
their fitness effects. Fast-changing state variables return quickly
to the normal (and this case supposedly optimal) level of
behavioral expression of a focal individual, while carry-overs
caused by slow-changing state variables might take a long time
to return to the normal level. Carry-overs caused by slow-
changing mechanisms might thus have higher impacts on a
focal individual’s fitness if the non-social behaviors of a focal
deviates from its “optimum” for its social niche for longer time
periods.
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Experimental Designs and Corresponding
Statistical Analyses to Study the Social
Carry-Over Effects
In this section, we focus on the key questions to be answered in
order to better understand the mechanisms and consequences
of social carry over effects on variation of behaviors expressed
outside social interactions. Understanding the mechanisms helps
us to target, using a variance partitioning approach (i.e., through
mixed models), the different levels of behavioral variation on
which the social carry-over effects are acting. Social partner
effects on behavioral variation have been briefly studied in
behaviors expressed within a social context, mainly in aggression
and reproductive behaviors (e.g., Brommer and Rattiste, 2008;
Wilson et al., 2011a, 2013) and the statistical tools for estimating
social partner effects on different levels of variation are currently
being introduced to the field of animal personality (Wilson et al.,
2011a, 2013; Montiglio et al., 2013; Dingemanse and Araya-Ajoy,
2015).
If one is interested in the social partner effects on behavioral
variation of focal individuals non-social behaviors at multiple
levels, the general experimental setup requires the collection
of repeated measurements of behaviors expressed in the non-
social context after social interactions. Focal individuals should
be tested against multiple social partners, with social partners
interacting with multiple focal individuals. The mixed model
should include, in addition to the focal individual’s identity, also
the social partner’s identity as a random effect. This enables
the decomposition of total phenotypic variance into variance
attributable to the focal individual, the social partner, and
residual variance. Adding the social partner identity captures
previously unexplained within-individual variation (repeatability
of the partner effect: the proportion of total phenotypic variance
in the focal individuals’ behavior explained by the social
partner identity) (Wilson et al., 2011a, 2013; Montiglio et al.,
2013; Dingemanse and Araya-Ajoy, 2015) or among-individual
variation in the focal individuals’ social and non-social behaviors.
While the experimental setups (below) can test firm hypotheses
about which level of variation the social partners affect in focal
individuals’ non-social behaviors, one can also compare the
models with and without social partner identity as random
factor. Comparing models would enable one to test exactly
how among- or within-focal individual variance components, or
both, are affected by the social partners, i.e., if the removal of
partner identity increases one of these components. The same
statistical approaches can be extended to multivariate models
when studying carry-over effects on covariation between social
and non-social behaviors of the focal individuals.
Exciting topics to be explored are, (1) do the temporal patterns
of expressed within-individual variance (in non-social behaviors)
due to carry-over effects depend on the length of the social
interaction? and (2) whether social carry-over effects can create
among-individual variation in non-social behaviors and whether
this variation persists in time, i.e., temporary vs. permanent
environmental effects. A more evolution-oriented study problem
is (3) whether IGEs affect the rate of evolution of non-social traits,
i.e., whether IGEs on non-social behaviors are present and if they
correlate positively or negatively with DGEs (genes of a focal
individual).
Temporal patterns of carry-over effects on focal individuals’
behaviors might depend on the duration of the social interaction
(first study problem). This is especially important if the social
partner effects are underpinned by slow-changing states: they are
not sensitive to social interaction unless the interaction lasts long
enough. One straightforward way to study this is to construct
two social treatments, where focal individuals spend short or
long amounts of time with several different social partners
repeatedly (the identities of the confronted social partners
do not differ among focal individuals) and where non-social
behaviors, like exploration or activity, are measured after a fixed
amount of time (i.e., hours) after each social interaction in both
treatments. If longer social interactions allow the social partner
to affect slow-changing states in focal individuals, the within-
focal individual variation in measured non-social behaviors
explained by the social partner should be higher in the prolonged
social interactions treatment. If the proximate mechanisms like
hormonal level or body mass are measured simultaneously
with the behaviors, one could connect the decay in behavioral
variation firmly to the decay of the underlying mechanism.
Statistically, this can be analyzed by applying a bivariate mixed
effect model with the non-social behaviors of focal individuals
measured after social interactions as two dependent variables
(short and long interaction treatment) and with focal individual
and social partner identity as random effects. To test if variance
components differ between treatments, the within-individual
variances for the two traits are restricted to be the same and the
fit of the restricted model is compared to the fit of unconstrained
model. Statistical significance of the model can be assessed
by, for example, comparing the Log likelihood-values between
the constrained and unconstrained model using Chi2-statistics
(Meyer, 1992; Wilson et al., 2010).
The second study question, i.e., the social partner effects on
among-individual variation, can be addressed by staging repeated
social interactions so that focal individuals differ in their social
environments. Among-focal individual variation in confronted
social environments can be created by building groups of social
partners that are all similar to each other within a group, but
differ among groups in a trait value that is hypothesized to cause
carry-over effects. These traits can be, for example, body size
or aggression of social partners. Each focal individual would
thus be tested in repeated interactions, but always with social
partners belonging to the same group (i.e., with individuals
that have the same mean trait value). A simple experimental
design would be to measure first the non-social behaviors of
interest before any social interactions (i.e., baseline, T0: T0,
T1, and T2 in here are not related to the ones in figures),
then soon after each social interaction (T1) and lastly some
days after the social treatments have been decomposed (T2).
This would allow one to quantify (i) whether among-individual
variation in non-social behaviors of focal individuals increases
after social interactions compared to the baseline variation due to
among-individual variation in social environments (comparing
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T0 with T1) and (ii) if these carry-over effects on among-
individual variation are temporary (i.e., pseudo-personality)
or permanent (i.e., true personality) (comparing T0with T2).
If social environments create among-individual variation in
the focal individuals’ behaviors, the among-individual variation
should be higher in non-social behaviors measured directly
after social interactions (T1), compared to the baseline among-
individual variation (T0). One can study the temporary vs.
permanent nature of carry-over effects on among-individual
variation by comparing the baseline among-individual variance
(T0) to the among-individual variance measured few days after
the decomposition of social treatments (T2). If among-individual
variance in behaviors is higher when measured a few days
after treatment decomposition compared to the baseline, it
would suggest the existence of permanent environmental effects.
Statistically, this can be analyzed by applying multivariate mixed
effect models as in the first study question (see above), where
behaviors in T0, T1, and T2 are fitted as three dependent
variables, and focal individual and social partner identity as
random effects. One can then test if the variance components
differ significantly from each other between time points (T0, T1,
and T2) of interest by constraining the among-focal individual
variances to be the same and by comparing the fit of the
restricted model to the fit of unconstrained model. Statistical
significance of model comparing can be done, for example, by
comparing the Log likelihood-values between the constrained
and unconstrained model using Chi2-statistics (Meyer, 1992;
Wilson et al., 2010).
For the third study question, one needs to have a pedigreed
population or experimental breeding design that allows the
estimation of quantitative genetic parameters from the collected
data (e.g., Moore et al., 1997; Wolf et al., 1999). This kind of
design allows the estimation of DGEs, IGEs and the covariance
between these genetic components from the data collected from
repeated social interactions (for details: Wolf, 2003; Brommer
and Rattiste, 2008; Dochtermann and Roff, 2010; Wilson et al.,
2011b). As stated earlier, the positive covariance between DGEs
and IGEs suggests a potential increase in the rate of evolution
for measured non-social traits (affected by carry-overs) while a
negative covariance suggest restriction for the rate of evolution
(Wolf, 2003).
Conclusion
Here we introduced a conceptual framework about the potential
proximate mechanisms behind social carry-over effects on
behavioral variation in non-social behaviors. One of the
main goals in the field of animal personality is to study
the ecological and evolutionary causes and consequences of
expressed behavioral variation at different levels. In our paper,
we clarified how social partners have the potential to affect
the expressed within- and among-individual level behavioral
variation and covariation of focal individuals outside social
contexts over various temporal scales. Moreover, our framework
gives new insights on the evolutionary potential of carry-over
effects, which can also be extended to non-social behaviors. It
is important to acknowledge the social carry-over effects on
behavioral (co)variation of behaviors expressed outside social
interactions since they may allow us to make predictions about
the patterns of variation generated by social environments and
the evolution of non-social behavioral traits.
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